In each of these photometers mirrors are employed in order to project upon the photometer screen light emitted by the source at various inclinations to the vertical axis, but in each instrument a different method is used for weighting the light from each mirror, so that in the summation the light from each mirror shall be diminished in proportion to the area of the zone in which the mirror lies and for which it is supposed to give the mean value. In the Matthews integrating photometer for incandescent lamps the light from each mirror falls upon the screen at an angle of incidence, 90°-^,^w hich is the same as the angle between the horizontal direction and the line joining the mirror in question with the light source.
The area of a zone of latitude 90°-^i s proportional to sin 6^and the intensity of illumination produced by light incident at angle 90°-^i s «Tmns. Amer. Inst, of Elec. Eng., 18, p. 677, 1901; 20, p. 1465 , 1902 L'lfeclairage Electrique, 40, p. 128, 1904. c Jour. Inst, of Elec. Eng., 32, p. 631, 1903. c^In order to make the use of "6" in this connection consistent with its subsequent use in the paper, it is necessary to denote the angle of incidence by "90°-6" instead of by ''6." 255 BULLETIN OF THE BUREAU OF STANDARDS. [vol.1, no.2. cut down in the ratio of l:sin^; therefore, the light from each mirror produces an illumination of the screen proportional to the area of the zone in which the mirror lies, and hence receives its proper weight in the summation. In the integrating photometer for arc lamps, however, the light from each mirror is incident upon the screen at the same angle, but between the screen and the circle of mirrors is interposed a circular glass disk divided into as many sectors as there are mirrors, and having each sector so smoked that its coefficient of transmission is proportional to the cosine of the angle, 90°-^, between the horizontal direction in the plane of the mirrors and the line joining the light-source with the mirror to which the sector in question corre- In order, now, to find the angular positions of the mirrors corresponding to the solution, we must evaluate the integral of equation (7) for each zone and then solve for 6"^i n the equation From a consideration of Table II Let us then, as a first approximation, assume that the intensity curve is an ellipse with the major axis inclined at 45°to the vertical, and with one end of the major axis coincident with the source (fig. 4) . "''^Î f we make i^equal to the radius vector of the ellipse given by eq. (29) It has not been the intention, in this discussion of the RussellLeonard photometer, to make the treatment exhaustive, but rather to suggest the method which can be applied to locate the mirrors in the zones after the uses to which the instrument is to be put and the consequent general dimensions of the instrument have been determined.
